29. / 30. OCTOBER 2020
ACADEMIA MEETS INDUSTRY

Connect – Collaborate – Create

The aim of this event is to build on the great success of the last year’s Academia meets Industry and to provide a platform for an exchange of experiences and career interests by bringing together academic researchers, statisticians in the pharmaceutical industry, as well as BSc, MSc and PhD students with an interest in statistical research. Because of COVID-19 this will be done in form of an online event.

Experienced practitioners and researchers form industry and academia will have the opportunity to share their professional insights and present perspectives for projects with BSc, MSc and/or PhD students (e.g. for master or PhD theses) in a limited number of short talks.

Students will have the chance to personally interact with practitioners and researchers via virtual break-out discussion rooms and short “speed-dating” sessions. While the group discussions in break-out rooms will be related to the short talks, the “speed-dating” sessions will provide the opportunity for a pair-wise exchange of general interests between students and professionals.

In short profiles on a virtual pin board the participants can introduce themselves and their organization and describe possible topics for BSc/MSc/PhD/internships projects and/or possibilities to collaborate.

If you are interested please fill in the attached registration form and send it to Martin Scharpenberg until 20 September 2020.

IBS-DR online event
organized by KKSB, University of Bremen

Promoting future careers in Biostatistics

BSc, MSc, and PhD students are highly encouraged to attend

Short Talks
Break-Out Rooms
Speed-Dating

Attendance is free of charge

Prof. Dr. Werner Brannath
Dr. Martin Scharpenberg
Kompetenzzentrum für Klinische Studien (KKSB)
brannath@uni-bremen.de
mscharpenberg@uni-bremen.de